PROGRAM

Launch of the Datasphere Initiative
Responsibly unlocking the value of data for all.
April 5, 2022 - 1pm - 3pm UTC

1.00 - 1.05 PM — WELCOME
Bertrand de La Chapelle
Chief Vision Officer, Datasphere Initiative

1.05 - 1.20 PM — INTRODUCING THE DATASPHERE INITIATIVE
Lorraine Porciuncula
Executive Director, Datasphere Initiative

1.20 - 1.50 PM — PANEL DISCUSSION: “Responsibly unlocking the value of data for all”
MODERATOR:
Martin Hullin
Deputy Executive Director, Datasphere Initiative

SPEAKERS:
Demi Getschko
Chairperson, NIC.br
Georgina Núñez
Economic Affairs Officer, UN ECLAC
Kassy Raymond
Fellow, Datasphere Initiative
Christopher Calabrese
Senior Director, Privacy Policy, Microsoft
Alison Gillwald
Executive Director, Research ICT Africa

1.50 - 2.05 PM — THE DATASPHERE GOVERNANCE ATLAS
Carolina Rossini
Chief Impact & Partnerships Officer, Datasphere Initiative

2.05 - 2.35 PM — PANEL DISCUSSION: “The need for a collaboratively governed Datasphere”
MODERATOR:
Bertrand de La Chapelle
Chief Vision Officer, Datasphere Initiative

SPEAKERS:
Renata Avila
CEO, Open Knowledge Foundation
Andrew Wyckoff
Director of OECD’s Directorate for STI
Shamika Sirimanne
Director Division on Technology and Logistics, UNCTAD
Sushant Kumar
Director, Omidyar Network
Vint Cerf
Chief Internet Evangelist, Google

2.35 - 3.00 PM — CLOSING REMARKS
Kelly Born
Director, Cyber Initiative, William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
Seitaro Fujita
Deputy Director-General IT Strategy, Commerce and Information Policy Bureau, METI, Japan
Lorraine Porciuncula
Executive Director, Datasphere Initiative
Thomas Schneider
Ambassador and Director International Affairs, OFCOM, Switzerland
Stefan Schnorr
State Secretary to the Federal Minister for Digital and Transport, Germany